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Report // Digital tools in a creative process

I would divide the uses of digital tools in three main categories. Those categories are made subjectively 
around our needs and way of working.
Those categories would be COMMUNICATION, ORGANISATION, CREATIVITY.
We realize also that those categories are working differently if they are used inside our company/for our-
selves or outside with a residency place, a festival…

COMMUNICATION

I call “communication” each time we need to send information between us (the company) or between us and 
an organization (residency place, theater, festival…).
To communicate between us we would use WhatsApp and it works well. Everybody checks his/her messages 
and it is a quick and efficient way to communicate.
The feature “files of the group” in WhatsApp is a good way to find back files that have been sent a long time 
ago and can be found easily. The down side of WhatsApp is how to find back information that are in a normal 
text sent through the app. It is impossible or end up in an endless scrolling…
Together (the company) we also use Appear.in. It works really well. You can watch documents together, even 
videos, at the same time for everybody during a conversation, which is really practical.
We made the experiment with La Central del Circ of organizing the residency entirely with Trello. I start to 
talk about it in communication and not organization because we also used Trello to communicate between 
the company and the residency place. We ended up with different results regarding communication and 
organization.
I do not think that Trello is fitting for communication purposes. You can send messages and everybody can 
modify anything but because of the system of “cards” it makes it messy and not clear for where to find which 
information.

Which leads us to ORGANISATION:

As I said we used Trello to organize the residency at La Central del Circ. For communication it was not the best 
but for “to do lists” it works quite well. The system of cards makes clear what still has to be done and what is 
already done. This system allows everyone to change the card to for example “doing” to “done”. I think you 
earn a precious time by just “moving a card” instead of sending emails to say “ I did that” or
“you still have to do that”…
Regarding schedules, we just communicate our availabilities with Whatsapp. For now it works but I can 
already see the unhandy side of it. If the activity of the company intensifies (which starts to be the case) we 
should consider working with Google Calendar. This would allow us to have a clearer picture of the schedule 
of each of us in relation to the company.
We use very much Google Drive to make a database of our documents. It allows anyone to add, delete or 
modify documents. It is practical in this sense but it has also its limits.
First of all it is Google. Which means in other terms that you share your documents with Google and not only 



with your company members. The other limit is that you can not organize your files as you wish. You have 
only the possibility of making “folders”. The interface is too simple to really make it your own with fulfilling 
your own needs and way of classifying.
We also use Google Drive for our creative process.

CREATIVITY

Organization and creativity are very much linked when you work with three persons, from different fields, 
from different places. We would regret the same aspects as for organization and creativity (Google Drive). 
There are no ways to make it your own in order to facilitate your creative process. You can not hierarchy your 
files which is the key for a clear stream of creative thoughts.
Concerning this creation specifically we discovered few camera apps. Because we work in total darkness for 
this performance we had to find a way to record and film what we were doing. With the normal camera of 
your phone it is too dark and the result is a black screen. We then tried the app called Night Camera. It is very 
easy to use with only three settings with which you can play with. It is maybe useful for other performing/
circus collectives for their creation process. It has indeed not an amazing quality so I would not advise for 
communication with the outside world but as a tool for feedback between the company members it could be 
a solution for complicated lights in a theater or other spaces.
For montaging the videos of showing and rehearsals, Noortje (company member) uses Adobe Première Pro. 
It is a very good software. If you are familiar with basic montage tools (IMovie…), you will quickly like to work 
with Premiere wich involves many ameliorations compare to more basic software.

CONCLUSION / SOLUTIONS

After this experience of focusing on digital tools during a creation process, few problems could lead hopefully 
to better alternatives: 

_ one amelioration for Trello could be to have separate messaging/mail system. For now you can only com-
municate with other in a “card”. If your Trello “board” has many cards it is difficult and messy to have a quick 
and clear conversation. So a separate messaging system in Trello would be one amelioration.

_ we are looking for a good app or system of archiving files. We are using very different kind of files (videos, 
texts, drawings, animations, sounds…) for different purposes. So we are still searching for a good solution 
regarding archiving. I would say that this is our main problem and will be our main research for the next 
months until the end of this creation.

_one solution linked to the previous subject of archiving and also linked to our critics towards Google Drive 
would be too create our own private platform. That could be done through a normal website publication 
system. They are many examples for that:  Wix.com, Hotglue.me… We think that we will experiment to make 
our own private archiving with the Hotglue server, which we will make private by adding a password.
We will then evaluate the pros and cons of this method. We will be at least less transparent to Google.


